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' Introduction . '  

This, Section will ' attempt to formulate - the ' general - ' standards ' , 

for determining 
' 

tne permissible limits of free expression. Because, 
• 

these guidelines-seek to'.distinguish speech wliich forfeits constitu 

tional protection, they cut,across special cases and seek to* define 

ttie.extent to which any dissenting opinion may be controlled. - 'The 

' .question of determining the permissible limits of free speech has 

been the subject of several articles in recent years,', inclu'ding "The 

Fighting Words Doctrine:'From .Chaplinsky to' Brown • by FranklynvS. 

Haiman (Iowa-Journal 'Of Speech Fall 19771; ""Free Speech Decisions

"and the Legal
" 

Process: The 
* 

Judicial openion
' 

in Context" ^by.Don R^ . 

, LeDuc (The.Quarterly 'Journal of Speech. October 1976).;' and' "The Art 
- ' 

of Implying More Than you Say" by Sherida Bush' (Psychology Today. 
. 

May 1977). In particular, LeDuc, while discussing the role a scholar 
A  

should play in the ."development qf a freedom of expression doctriae 

in law suggests: . . 

The .typical lawyer is too-immersed in day-to-day problems- . 
to gain a broader v-ision of the path'free speech law sould \ 
follow .Thus 'it seems up 'to the scholar not simply to follow 



.legal techniques or a legal, approach, but to use a', synthesisi ' 
. of .legal methodology atid communication research techniques in . 
perceptive fashion to develop a philosophy for the area of law 
of greatest concern to communication sholarship that law def . 
fining rights 'in the vital process Of communication '. 

• Thus as the'above quotation .suggests, there is'an increasing 

need for communication scholars to consider seriously the direction 
. 

> or "path" that free, speech will take in the future. This paper will

examine Several contemporary speech standards including the.Bad-Tend 

ency, Cl'ear and Present Danger, Balancing, Incitement, and Absolute 

tests. . .Both their strengths and weaknesses will be highlighted and 

supported by Supreme Court precedents. ' . 

Furthermore, a new theory of speech a Rationality Standard, . . 

will be presented. This doctrine' suggests that alj. advocacy war 

rants unqualified proteption unless it is presented in such a con-. 

text- that the listener does' not have an opportunity to rationally . 

decide whether to heed the speaker's appeal. . 

> Finally,-this paper in. concluding-will offer alternative meanq . ' 
• . '• : • ' > . • 

of 'redress through court litigation for those citizens who have .' 
' '  

grievances which fall under the purview of the -Rationality Standard, 
' ' ' 

but are presently precluded by the exclusive'jurisdiction of-the.. 

Federal Trade Commission;, specifically, those grievances produced 

by deceptive advertising and.subliminal manipulation: the usage of 

'subliminal perception, devices and unconscious indoctrination* techniques. 



Bad Tendency Test 

:.'The Supreme Court .initially formulated a First Amendment, phi-

losophy-ln the ' context of World War 
f 

I indictments 
' 

for dig loyal 
 

and-.  
. 

dangeerous ' advocacy. These prosecutions, : first 'the 1 of their kind in 
I 

over a 
• 
century, 

i 
were based on the Espionage 

* 
Acts' of 1917-and 

. . 
"1918.. 

 
These .statutes proscribed a variety. of expression' that was deemed 

. ' . '* • • 

' inimical t6 the war ' effort. 1 In their final form, the Espionage • Acts*  

-. •  
prohibited (among, other things)-:- 

 
    false reports or- false statements with intent, to inter 

fere "with the operatibn- or success of the military or naval - 
forces of th United States or' to promote the success of its 
enemies attempts to cause insubordination, disloyalty, 
mutiny, or refusal or dut;y in the military or nayal forces' 

at tempts to' obstruct the recruiting or enlistment services
paying 'At doing any thing with intent to obstruct the sale 

of United States bonds uttering scurrilous or abusive lan- 
• gluage, of language 'intended , to cause contempt', scorn, con- 

' tumely, or disrepute as regards the f orm of government of" 
the United States; -of the Constitution;, or the flag; of the 
uniform of the. Army or Navy words or acts supporting or 
favoring "fhe cause of • any country. at war with us, or'oppos- 
ing the cause the United States.. 

- Under the umbrella legislation, a motely collection of war pro-

testers! and radicals werp prosecuted, few of whom posed the .slight;-' 

est danger to the war effort. Some df the prosecutions- rivaled 
 

the • 

theatre; of the absurd, tyrs. Rose Pastor Stokes was indicted and;.. 

convicted for declaring, in* a letter that "I am for the people and 
- 

the government is for the profiteers". A farmer Jwas imprisoned for using

bliasphemous and unpatriotic language at his dlinner table in  



the presence 

pacifist views
of two guests. Others were convicted for expressing

for questioning the constitutionality ofthe draft

for profanity ·uttered in the heat of argument for criticizingthe 

YMCAand the Red Cross, and (under state law). for discouragingwom-

3 en for knitting socksfor the troops .

Efforts to ·con.trol \ ~e . so:..cal1ed Bad-:Tendency speech ~a.y t e_rd 
 

to inhibit freedom .of expression, a~d furthermore _ requ i re. wasteful
. 

ana. u-nne'ces'sary poi ~ci,ng measures. The sta~da;-d employed/ l!>y 1': h.e 
. • . 

Sup~eme Cou.tt for d i st i nquish i ng cons t ·itu, ti-onal utterances · fro:n 
. < 

those _sub j ef·t :_to the Esp.icinage Ac ~s ~as. t he Bad-Tendency Te.st . Un--' 
, • . 

. der th i!f doct rinE!,. any sp~ec~ wh i ch has· a ten'dency, · how~ve r- 7emote, 

,to evqke substantia i evil, · forfei ~s the r 'i ght to ~onst ituti.~nal pro-
. . ..._ 

tec t,.ion, . . As the previous examples show, the test is so broad that it

virtually repeals t he F i r .st Amendment . . Th·~ standard was·n.o t re-
. 

1j ect;d . in .·the. calmof normalcyI an~ was used to evalua t e . state laws

c:lgains t subversive express fon in 'the 1920' s and 1°930 ' s. I t wa ~ not 
1 

until-1937, with the aecisi6n i n Herndon y. Lawry, 30~ US 24 2 . (193 7),

that the Bad-Tendency Te.s-t . was supers eded by the Clea r and Prese qt 
) 

\ 

·, ., 4 
j 

Danger Rule. 
.. ., .

Clearand P.res ent Danger 'Tes t 

. The Clear and Pres ent Dan~r Standard was fi-~st enuncia ted by. 1 . 

Justice Ol iver'· wendell Holme s i n .,Schenk v. U~ i ted Sta tes , 249 US 47 ,

(19-19), one of the World War I ~ Espi onage Act ca s e s : "T~e q ue stion 

. in ·every . case ' ·i n whethe. r the words are"'. 'used in such circums t a nc e s 



and are of such a nature as to create 'a clear and present danger 

• that they will bring about the substantive eVils that Congress has 
 

the right ' . to prevent." This guideline was not' ' long lived, ' however;  

"by the early 1950's. it -had been tacitly abandoned' in favor :of the 

Ad. Hoc. Balancing Test. 
 

- The'Clear and Present Danger Rule represents an improvement o-
. 

,ver the Bad-Tendency. Test in that it requires the state to justify ; 

the restriction" o'f freedom of .speech by establishing a more direct 

link between utterance and illegal or.'dangerous conduct. Yet, it 
 '  
 is hardly a-patent instrument £or safeguarding free speech. 

 

First, it'fails'to recognize that expression, even when it.poses 

. a clear and present danger of substantive evil,; may merit protection-
 

Free expression is bound .to, conflict    with societal interests arid  

should not automatically be forced into a subordinate position in 
 

-view of its vital impprtance. Witness, for example, Daniel Ellsberg 

, and the Pentagon Papers, Woodward and..Bernsteiri and the Watergate 
' 

'affair, and finally Daniel Shcjrr and the CIA. 

.  
Second, the test is too vague. The phrase clear and present 

danger is subject tp a'variety of interpretations, and' each word 

affords a wide latitude for subjective judgment, in difficult .cases, 
'  

' . 

this standard forces judges to rely on intuition. 
 

Third, to effectively implement the test there must be a factual 
 



determination of sort, normally beyond the scope of judicial inquiry.

. It requires the prediction of individual and' mass behavior, a diffi-

. cult and sometimes impossible task that involves the sophisticated 

manipulation of a vast quantity of unreliable data.  
' 

Balancing Test 

At its fringes, the Clear and Present Danger Rule touches upon. 

another test which explicitly rejects any attempt at.an .a priori clas- 

•sificati.on of speech. This is an Ad Hoc Balancing Test which, in* 

ea'ch instance, involves a weighing of the value of self-expression'. 

the government seeks to. restrict -against the social objective pre- 

served through such regulation. Justice Felix.Frankfurter was the 

foremost advocate of the .Balancing Standard,,''employed- most frequent- 

ly in cases  involving the indirect infringement of free speech.. 

The Balancing Test alsoVhas some serious defects. First,, it- 

entails even more—difficult factual investigation  than the Clear and 

Present Danger Test, as both sides of the* balance must be appraised. 

Second, the standard may bias'the judicial Judgment in favor of 
 

the legislative decision, bs Justice Frankfurter's opinions in First 
' 

^Amendment cases would indicate. First'Amendment rights are generally 

asserted by the poor and minorities, while control is.based ort the 
 

 broad interest in law and order. Yet the protection of such minori 

ties from the-tyranny of the majority is a major goal of the consti- 

tution.  
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Third, the rule fails to specify the standards that should form 

1 -^ the balancing procedure. Should the scales tip but a. feathe'r's weight ^ 

; in favor Of the government to just if y.'abridgement of speech "o f. must 

' the state satisfy a mote stringent requirement? Fourth, the stand- , 

. • ;•' ard makes the protection of free speech' almost wholly dependent up~oh ' 

the attitudes, of judges.  

Fifth, the test confronts ? the judicial system'with a different  

dilemma. Legitimate^balancing would have tq consider, the possibili-
. 

ty that the state? could achieve its Objectives through less res.tric-  

tive'means; yet-it is extremaly hard for the courts to discuss such  

; . • potential legaaJatioij'Vithout encroaching upon the legislature's 

prerogatives or render ing advisory-opinions. Sixth, the Balancing: 

Standard cannot afford police, prosecutors, other government offi- 
, . ' 

cials.or private.-eitizens 'adequate notice of .wh^ch rights, must be ' . 

. • protected a'nd which may.be overruled. 

The Incitement Test;  
.  

. The most popular free speech standard today is the Incitement. 

Test. As expressed in 'Brandenburg v. Ohio. 39S US 444 (1969): 

, "The constitutional guarantees of free speech and free pr»ss do not 

permit a.state to forbid or proscribe advocacy of. the use of force 

or of law'Violations except, for where such advocacy is dijrected to 

inciting, or producing imminent lawless action and i's likely to in,-
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cite or produce .such action." The Incitement Standard is, in .effect, 
' ' • ' 

a narrower, and. more, precise restatement of the Clear and Present Dan-. 

ger Rule. As sU'ch, it' is probably the 'best', guideline yete employed 

by the court. Brandenburg offers,the most-extensive protection'to 
 

date of individual, rights against state and local prosecution. None- 
 

theless, it suffers- from all the detects of the original doctiorine,  . 

atA^east to some degree.  

'  Absolute Test  

 An Absolute Test has never been an accepted standard-as pro-

mulgated by a majority of the Supreme Court. • Even for- the primary  

advocates, Justice Black and Douglas,"absolutist doctrine is still 
 

in an ill-defined state It is based upon the rpreraise that the 

founding fathers literally meant that the, freedom,of sp«ech.should 

nqt be abridged at all. Thus, it seeks to distinguish protected . 

speech by "defining," rather than balancing. Certain types of ex 

pression, ,it argues, can be termed^ "speech", under the meaning of 

the First Amendment, and cannot be.abridged. Other expression may 

,be termed "action" and thereby subjected to some type of Balancing 
. . 

Test. '  

Thomas I. Emerson has 'extended and refined this ^formulation in' 

an attempt to dSv-ise a First Amendment theory based upon the differ-. 

ence between speech and action, the definition of the woro>P'"iaw and 



abridge and the delineation of "those sectors of^ social' activity 

which. falL.outside the area in .which, under.the basic! theory free-. 

dom of'expression must be maintained." Emerson undertakes a lengthy 

and elaborate analysis of the way in which application of these prin-* 

ciples would alter.the practical application of First; Amendment guar 

antees.  
 

••Admittedly, Emerson's ideas bring the,interpretation of the . 

First Amendment into a new context, that of classification. Never-
 

•theless, t'hey do not guides this process adequately. -Nothing in 
.  

this-theory prevents the'sam* considerations which underlie a ba-
' 

lancing approach from determining the distinction- between "speech 
 

and  action.  the -definition of "law and abridge," and delineation 

of the areas in which usual rights of expression do not operate. 

For example, suppression of the Communist Party could be justified 

on the grounds that the organization and operation of a political 

party constitutes action rather than speech. 'Although Emerson's 

concretizatioh of his .ideology aflvances civil liberties in specific 

instances, the same process, if undertakeh by a scholar with differ 

ent intuitions might yield opposite results.  

Rationality Standard  
 

The following paragraphs suggest a new theory of free speech, 

one That is libertarian enough to permit a wide, scope for expression 



and yet be sufficiently demanding to foreclose a-ttrition'by inter- 

pretation. The suggested doctrine is that all advocacy warrants 
 

•unqualified protection* unless it; is presented in such a Context  

that the listener does not have an opportunity to rationally decide 
 

whether or not to heed the speaker's appear.!,. Although this test

adequately applies to the straightforward assertion of unpopular or 

subversive opinions, it does not' cover all types of. advocacy such. , ' . 

as: (1), speech that is an integral part of a criminal act: (2) 

speech that conflicts with other provision of the Bill, of Rights; 

and (3) speech that includes a" substantial pant- of conduct :. . - 

Co'ndition 1 poses no serious problems. Crimes may : involve the. . 

•use of speech or other forms of Communication: orders may be'given, 

.- plans laid, gurimen hired, etc. or expression may be used to bribe

. or defraud'or swindle. Current'doctrines recognize that such com- 

munica.tions may be proscribed and few difficult cases .-arise.' 
'  

Condition 2 relates to tfoe Interface between priVacy and free  

expression: two absolute rights cannot simultaneously exist. some ' 

.. regulation of expression is necessary to 'maintian sanctity of our 

personal lives. 'The trade-off between privacy and free speech is • 
. 

so complex that general standards can hardly be given, except that 

there is now a far greater need to shield privacy from the government 

than from private individuals.  



.Condition 3 pertains to the indirect: 'regulation of symbolic 

speech Clearly, the government cannot give free reign .to 'all forms- •

of'symbolic speech regardless of t'he conduct, involved. This issue 

'would need resolution by'- some type of .Balancing Test. 

. All three conditions are simply an admission-that not all free 
 

speech issues can be encompassed•in a single comprehensive standard. 
 . 

Other special cases include freedom Of religion, indirect .controls 

on speech,
* 

 .and 
' 

the regulation 
 

of public facilities. 

Mind 'Control  

One example of a special case, which would be banned under the 

rationality standard, is- concerned with.the practice of unconscious 
. 

indoctrination. This of course is a foam of subliminal manipulation, 
• ' 

and in the past this process has taken place, in some mind control 
. 

classes, sessions, end seminars:  

An unacceptable form of mental-conditioning 
 

was displa'y.ed by. , 
• "  

employees of Mind Dynamics .Corporation, a subsidiary of US 

Universal. The purpose of the course offered by Mind Dynamics was 
 

to train subscribers, to take themselves.into their "mental levels." 
• ' . 

During.the training session, subscribers were put into a state of 
 

relative unconsciousness. While in thtt state, subjects were con 

ditioned, ' , without ' their knowledge or consent, to invest 
 

in Holiday 

.Magic,* Inc., another subsidiary of US^Universal. This company was 
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selling distributorships—the'equivalent of franchises—the sale of 
. . 
which, 'for -a variety of reasons, was subsequently .banned, by the 

Federal Trade Commission. . They were-fraudulently and.deceptively sold. 

to be legal under the Rationality Standard, the subject must - 

know the purpose of the conditioning before it takes place. Foe 
' 

example,, a subject must first agree to unconsciousness .conditioning 

for the purpose of giving UP smpking if such conditioning^ is to take 

place under hypnosis • .Any process of mental conditioning for a 

specific* purpose must be known and agreed to by the patient or client 
• . 

before any such objective is pursued after the subject is in a sta.te 

of relative unawarleness.  

Subliminal Advertising ' 

Another special case, the illegal usage of subliminal percep" 

tion devices, would also be banned tinder the Rationality Standard. 

tOne example of this would be the* use of 'tachTstoscopes. . -The ta'ch-

istoscope was initially used in the 196Q's to fla,sh messages super-

' imposed over motion, pictures'in theatres or upon** film being trans-
. 

mitted through television*. The highspeed messages were' invisible 

to the conscious mind but planted messages in the viewer's subcon- 

sclous. These were, designed to induce film viewers to buy products 

and in sonfe cases they were effective. During one six w'eek test of 

.the tachistoscope in a movie theatfe, involving 45,699 patrons, roes-



sages were flashed on alternate days: ".Hungry? Eat Popcorn and 

'"Thirsty? 'Drink Coca-Cola." As "a result, of this test,, popcorn . 

sales increased 57,7% and Coca% -Cola sales 18.1 % during that six 

week period.  

Another example of the usage of subliminal perception devices 

occurred shortly-befor* Christmas in 1973, when it was called 'to. 

, the attention of the Federal Communications Commission that some 
' . 

television stations-had broadcast an advertisement that;  contained 

the subliminal message: "Get It. "Commission- inquiry revealed that 

.the NAB-TV Code Authority had learned of the use of the subliminal'  

messages in late November and had- received a statement from the ad-

vertis ing"agency that' it was dispatching telegrams to all stations 
' . 

to which the advertisements had been sent, informing them of the' 

subliminal statements, authorizing the stations, to delete the state-
. 

ments from the spots-and informing the stations that film prints' 

which did toot cqntain the'"Get It, flashes would be sent to them 

Despite th«''Code Authority's action, some stations apparently con-

tlnued. to broadcast spots •containing the "Get It?" statement, and 
' 

some state they have no'record of having. received . the telegram from 

the agency.  

Then too, in March, 1976, .Dr. Wilson Bryan Key in his statement 

before the Congressional Subcommittee on Alcoholism and ftarcotics 



alluded to many illegal usages of subliminal manipulation in the me-

dia. In one case Key pointed out that he had several photographs

from Time Magazine which according to him had the word "sex" embed- 

' ded in them numerous times, (Figures 1 and 2). Key also stated that 

.subliminal 
* 

manipulation techniques had been employed
 

 in various po-

litical campaigns including one in the United States:' It looked at 
 

one Congressional ' campaign' ' in the. United States right here in ArljLng-

ton, Virginia. Subliminals were being used almost universally by
 

 

the '-candidates. I think, in all fairness however without the can 

didates.' awareness. It is done by the advertising agencies as a 
 

standard production technique." According to Key, an example of 
 

this occurred in. t^e Rufus* Philips' campaign posters where the word 

"sex" was again supposedly embedded, (Figure 3).

Such practices are manipulative, and affect the citizen uncon 

sciously in.such a manner that he cannot rationally make a decision. 

It is in a sense a highly sophisticated form of brainwashing 'and 
14 

should therefore be' strictly controlled to protect the citizen. 
. 

It should be noted, furthermore, that in its Code the Federal Com-

munication Commission has expressed only an'aversion to, but not a 

law against, the usage of subliminal perception techniques or devices. 

However it. canneither police such activities realistically nor ,does 

it serve as an effective deterrent. Key, in his statement given be-



of Commons 

fore the Congressional subcommittee on Alcoholism and Narcotics, 

yclearly suggested how difficult it would be to police .such activities

I do not know a'reliable way to, detect subliminals. I 
the \Rouse /i counseled the House of Commons  in Ottawa that attempting to 

pass laws against this.is almost absurd/ /there are'Ways I 
knows" to circumvent any law that could be written." They 
would be unenforceableI. The National Association, of Radio 
and TV Broadcasting have a prohibitlon on subliminals in
their -code-which of course is  not a law which is unenforceabe.
Again, you would have to catch them and this is most difficult. 

'It is-.still more unfortunate that only the Federal trade Com-

mission is* allowed to prosecute .those who are caught using such il 

legal devices, and those who practice deceptive advertising tech 

niques. ' In February 1971 the Director of the FTC Bureau of Consumer 

Protection was asked the following: "(1) What laws or ruling have- . 

been established against the usage vof subliminal perception flevices 

in advertising both for the screen and printed matter? ( What 

effect has the ruling or law had on the prevention or deterrence of - 

the practice? (3) How many cases involving the' usage of subliminal 

perception devices have been tried by the Federal'Trade Commission, 

and what were the results?" These questions.produced .the circular 

response from the FTC that: "There have not been any cases because 

there is no law against subliminal advertising  and there is no 

law against subliminal advertising because there have not been any 
 

cases."



Nevertheless,. Wilson Bryan Key has-documented in 1977 that inci 

dents of subliminal advertising have not subsided. Quite certainly 

there is a danger as Earl Kintner suggests-'in his book A primer on 

the Law of Deceptive -Practices; . "Production is no longer .measurejS 

, by consumer satisfaction. Moreover, the use of such, deceptive tech -

^ niques is not dndommon ,in the advertising field. 

While there is a significant need to curtail such, forms of ad- 

vertfsing, the.ETC is reluctant to use its power of class reparations. 
t ' • ' 

. . Despite the fact that the FTC has the power to obtain class reparations, 
' , 

it seldom does,'preferring in t^he vast majority of eyases to opt for 

injunctive relief ih order to spread vts limited enforcement powers 

over a. larger number of cases. As a result its  deterrent effect 

is substantially undermined.  

'. Administrative agencies, such as. the Securities and Exchange   

, Commi»sipn and the Federal Trade Commission "do not haye the. tools 

available to remedy the many claims of persons injured"T Thus a 
' -

Significant .responsibility for the protection of the consumer is 
' . 

left .to the private sector. Governmental agencies usually have 

limited budgets and staffs, and are thus incapable of adequately 
. ' •> 

protecting small claimants. . Both the Federal Trade Commission and 

the Security Exchange Commission have experienced these .problems in 

the past. The government .rarely has either the resources, or the 
. 

inclination to prosecute many of "the actions that could be brought " 

. in the name of consumer protection. 



There are many reasons why a governmen ageney may 'not institute . 

a meritorious law su.it. -These, include subtle or direct political in

fluence, budgetary limitations, the policies and priorities of a par-

ticular-. administration, honest but erroneous interpretations of statutes 

and precidents, and simple bureaucratic inertia, incompetence or over 

sight. Yet better business bureaus .and other no'n-governmental 
' 

groups, although successful in. resolving relatively minor complaints, 

lack statutory enforcement authority. In qontrast,. those governmental 

agencies having enforcement authority are characteristically allocated

limited funds and staff. Consequently, there, is respected opinion . 

that neither administrative -nor public agencies can adeqately protect 

the consumer by their own enforcement powers.  
 

It has been implied that.'the US Supreme Court has not adopted 

,a Rationality Standard for the First Amendment,' While such a standard, 

might .permit a common law remedy against the use of subliminal adver 

tising, without. such a" standard,, any law abridging the right to employ 

subliminal advertising might very well be found 'to violate the First 

Amendment. In. other words, the Canadian law which bars the use.of 

subliminal advertising (the full.text of which is given in Section 4 

Two)' night be found unconstitutional based upon the First Amendment 

if 'it, or one similar to it, were passed in the PS. 



Aside from the First Amendment problems which a law against 

the usage'of subliminal advertising might pose, and aside from the • 

legal dilemmas which a Rationality Standard for the First Amendment 

might create in terms of any or all, emotional speech'and communica 

tion, in theory it might be worthwhile to consider'some ways in'which 

a ban on the usage of subliminal advertising might be'enforced, short 

of.the possible First Amendment limitations upon such an imposition. 

Essentially, there are three ways in which a law against subli-- . 

minal adverising_might be implemented and enforced: (1) Through 

regulatory agency rulings or'.criminal laws, to be enforced by regula-

tory.agencieg—And/or law enforcement agencies; (2) Through civil 
. laws, which might be employed by a single plaintiff as a basis for 

private Litigation; or (3) Through civil laws which would liberalize 

'class action procedures as well as provide relief for each member of 

the class in private actions against the usage of subliminal adver- -

tising.
 

If law enforcement' agencies are employed as an enforcement 

mechanism, 'a law shouldv be passed making the usage of subliminal. 

.advertising a felony crime. Such a law-enforced in this way would 
' 

significantly improve the quality of life in the US, significantly 

reduce the promotion of unsafe products and services, significantly, 



reduce the chances, that US citizens may someday be exploited through  

deceptive advertising by; a potential or actual political dictator,  

and; significantly increase the anility of American citizens to make 

rational decisions. The deterrent effect of law enforcement agencies 

investigating and prosecuting the usage of'subliminal advertising as 

a felony crime would surely be -substantial. Sucty a law would give 
'  

law enforcement agencies significantly greater freedom in the iavesti-
. 

gation and/or prosecution of felony crime for it would expand their 

jurisdiction in a new area of substantial importance -to the .safety 
' 

and security of US citizens'. 

The three 'enforcement 'measures suggested above are by no means 

mutually exclusive. ' In, fact the usage of more than one would 

undoubtedlyaugment the detetrent effect. 

' Should such measures, be ruled unconstitutional, by virtue' of  

.the First Amendment, the publicity resulting from such a test case 

might well create sufficient 'momentum for the adoption of a

constitutional amendment implementing the Rationality Standard inso-

far as.-it pertains to 
, 

the u'sage of 
. 

subliminal advertising and
 

 

unconscious or subconscious mind control operations. 

Conclusion  

As noted before, the Rationality Standard is premised on. liberta 

rian arguments. .Society, in order to promote its long term welfare and 

provide for individual fulfillment, should allowmaximum scope for ex-

pression. It simultaneously recognizes that the community 
0 

must protect 
 

- ' .  

itself from direct.-encroachment on its security. Given. this dialect, ' 

the only restriction from speech that can be tolerated is 



that which, because of its content and the circumstances ofits de• 

. livery provides the listener with no opportuni|ty to rationally eVal-
. 

uate the speaker's words Such expression may constitute a' direct • 

threat to taw a'nd order, and at the same* time Be virtually of no value 

for the development of the individual, the search for truth, or the 

preservation of democracy. . . . 

It relates'.to some extent to the promotion of change but only 

insofar as it provokes violence and when the forces of change-oper- . 

ate at this level, society has -the right and responsibility to pro-

tect itself. If a man advocates violence and an individual decides 

to heed such advice-, the crime is clearly the Responsibility of the 

listener. Only if "the listener is unable to control himself, 'if he 
' . 

is moved to'violence by forces beyond his control, such as a mob or 

riot, is the responsibility placed upon a speaker. 

The suggested rule is sufficiently narrow to avoid the wide range 
' 

of interpretations that reflect the prejudices of 'judges. Under 'its 

guidance, the rationale for limiting speech is not an assessment of 

•public danger, which leaves great room for subjective opinion, but 

simply whether or not the nature or context of the speech preclude 

rational consideration. 
- 

This is strictly a question of fact, value judgments do not 

trude. The judgment if requires is admittedly difficult, but it 
, 

should be 'recalled that the only question is whether the listener 

has, a reasonable amount-of tine to react rationally -not whether in 
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fact he did react, rationally. Moreover, through expert testimony 

and the,evolution of precedentT specific guidelines could be devel-' 

oped.- Broadly conceived, the doctrine would do no more than prohi -

bit;incitement in a situation so emotionally charged that'it would 

be.unreasonable to expect a rational response from listeners. A-
. - ' ' 

'side from such special cases as deceptive advertising or"manipula-. 
' ' - 

tive subliminal, advertising, individuals wou}.d be free to express* 
' . 

any opinion, howevet noxious. Thus-society would allow the advoca-
. ' 

cy of revolution but would draw the line at the actual .inciting of 

violence. - 

The Rationality Standard is far more libertarian than those 

currently employed. it would mandate the repeal of virtually all
' ' . ' ' ' 

statutes that punish for expression. These include the recently 

'repealed Smith Act, which makes-it illegal for any person to (.1) 
. . ' ...... 

knowingly or willfully advocate or teach the overthrow or destruc-

tion of any government in the United States.by force or violence; 

(2) print, publish or disseminate written matter advocating such an 

overthrow;. (3) participate in the organization of any group dedicated 
. 

to such purposes; and (4> acquire and hold membership in suth a group 

with knowledge of its purpose. 

Also subject to repeal would be the McCarren Act, the act pro 

hibiting counseling young men to resist the draft, the National Anti- 

Riot Act,rand .the numerous state statutes proscribing allegedly dan- 

" gerous advocacy. THUS the range of First Amendment cases that could 
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be brought-before a jury would be substantially curtailed. Moreover., 

if • narroyiy written law should survive judicial review, and, cases be 

presented before juries the'jury would have to base its verdict in 

part on whether the conduct fits the factual context of the1 Ration 

ality Test.  

These guidelines would also prohibit civil disabilities based 
' 

upon expression: It, would require the repeal of loyalty oaths'and- 

loyalty investigations into First Amendment activities, as formerly 

conducted under the Communist Control'Act. 

Conclusion 

The need for such a broadened interpretation of the First Amend-' 

ment is not based solely on thepre£vcai considerations; it derives. 

as well from an analysis of our society, from an atmo'sphere of rew 

pression. America's often hysterical fear of radical upheaval.and 

her distrust of strange ideas and practices has become -institution-

alized in a vast, impersonal bureaucracy that is armed with the most 

modern; intrusiVe technology. Moreover, the intolerance latent in 

the general public is constantly being stirred up by politicians seek- 

ing an easy way of ejection. Giveo this-uncertain climate, the unscru 

pulous, deceptive system of legal safeguards becomes especially signi 

ficant. 

Freedom of speech is -a broad area with constantly changing defi 

nitions arid'emphases. Encompassing everything from press, associa- , 



tion, expression, privacy, defamation, obscenity, nuisance, privilege, 

immunity, public access to the media, commercial speech, warranty lim-_ 
• 

. its on: speech, and advertising, to equal protection, civil rights and 

political dissent, the issue to be determined remains the same. It 

is. the question whether all forms of-communication shall be permis-  

'. sible or-what forms* of communication shaIl be- deemed impermis-

•sible. The-answer to this' dilemma is a'matter of conscience, percep- 

tion, philosophy and the law.

.Because'of the varying interpretations of the. First Amendment, 

ranging from Bad-Tendency, Clear and Present Danger, Absolute and 

Balancing to Incitement and the Rationality Standard, the issue of 

. .constitutionality becomes a .matter of will and perspective. This 

questiqn can be a'nswered only by a consideration of the specific ele

ments of communication as they relate to society and government in 

light of the kind of society and government-desired. 

There is enough overlap of issues involved to make any deter- •> 

nination«of one specific example in isolation from the others moot 

and potentially invalid. For instance, the legitimacy or^acftepta- 

bility of .subliminal advertising cannot be decided on the basts of 
, , 

its frequency or how serious a given occurrence might be. Requiring

such criteria only explains why it took-two world wars rather than 

one to. succeed in dividing Germany and ending its military aggres-

sion; why it 'took publication of the .Pentagon Papers to produce a,  

law making the reproduction of classified documents illegal; and-why 



, it took a Watergate to curtail the power of the presidency. In all

of these cases, previous warnings, fell on deaf ears and'insufficient 

efforts were made to deter the harm .before it. was done.   

Neither the frequency of cases. occuring .',nor the magnitude of  

any given case should be the basis for determination of legitimacy  

when  the issue involves the.'use'of subliminal advertising. The' . .  

  potential for harming society is weighed against the benefits to -

-society if the Balancing, 'Bad-Tendency or Clear and Present Danger 

.Standards are employed, and the degree of action is considered if 

'the Incitement or Absolute Tests are applied. In none of these • 

instances is any'clear standard involved. They are all based on' 

degree and ambiguity. Only in the case of.the Rationality Standard-
-

does the. evaluation of "acceptability of speech transcend any kind ' 

of'weigh ing process-or empirical consideration. It is not based on 

these criteria because such standards are too subjective' as Was sug-

gested in the early pages of this chapter.  

A far.more valid speech standard is one in which the communica - 

tion can be perceived by this listener or viewer. If it cannot be 

seen or heard consciously by the- listener or viewer, it is uncon- 

'stitutional per se. In this case, damages .need not be proven for 

the Constitution has already, been violated. ' 

- The advantage of such a free speech standard, would hot only be 

the curtailment of mind manipulation on the part of .the sender and 
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involuntary action on the part of the receiver., but-it would preserv

society against dangers from which the other free speech standards 
 

were intended to protect society as we). 1ft,-? Both government "and in 

dustry would be deterred from using a number of devices with which • 

to subvert the people without their knowledge or against their will. 

Such safeguards may not be necessary today, but surely they are de-

sirable for their employment will result in no harmful side effects;
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